August 14, 2020

9:00 - 10:30 AM

Legal Analysis Breakout Sessions
Moderators, Melissa Hale, Loyola
Tania Luma, UIC John Marshall
Kari Johnson, Chicago-Kent
Dawn Young, Chicago-Kent
Emily Aleisa, Chicago-Kent
Jamie Kleppetsch, DePaul
Ben Alba, DePaul
Shakira Pleasant, UIC John Marshall
Kim Ricardo, UIC John Marshall

10:30 - 10:45 AM

Break

10:45 - 11:45 AM

Thinking Ahead to your Legal Career
Moderator, Marsha Ross-Jackson, Chicago-Kent
Antonette Smith, *Just The Beginning*

Juan Morado, Jr., *Hispanic Lawyers Association of Illinois*

Diona Rogers, *Minority Legal Education Resources*

**11:45 AM - 12:45 PM**

This is First Year - Jumpstart Alumni Panel
Moderator, Candace Bergeron, Northwestern

Lorianna Anderson, Chicago-Kent

Corrine Conway, *University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign*

Cymone Forde, *UIC John Marshall*

Tramell Moore, DePaul

Sofia Orelo, Northwestern

Artaka L. Ross, DePaul

**12:45 - 1:30 PM**

Games and Closing Remarks

Judge Ann Claire Williams (Ret.), Jones Day